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a b s t r a c t

Purpose: To evaluate the brain perfusion with MRI perfusion weighted imaging (PWI) before

and after ICA stenting in asymptomatic and symptomatic patients.

Materials and methods: PWI was performed 3–21 days before and 3 days after ICA stenting in

31 asymptomatic patients with ICA >70% stenosis – Group I, and in 14 symptomatic patients

with ICA >50% stenosis – Group II. PWI was evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively in 5

cerebral territories with: mean transit time (MTT), cerebral blood volume (CBV) and cerebral

blood flow (CBF). Mean values of perfusion parameters were measured before and after

stenting DMTT, DCBV, DCBF were calculated as subtraction of after-treatment values from

those before treatment.

Results: In qualitative evaluation after ICA stenting perfusion was normalized in 21 patients

(80.8%) in Group I and in 8 patients (80%) in Group II.

In quantitative estimation MTT decreased significantly after CAS on stented side vs. non-

stented side in all examined patients regardless of the group, p < 0.05. MTT decreased more

in Group II than in Group I in all territories ( p < 0.05) with the exception of temporal lobe. CBV

and CBF have shown insignificant differences.

Conclusions:

1. In MRI the most useful parameters to assess brain perfusion are MTT and DMTT:

regardless whether patients are asymptomatic or symptomatic.
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2. There were no significant differences in CBV and CBF after stenting in both groups of

patients.

3. The positive effect of ICA stenting measured with decrease of MTT, CBV values and

increase of CBF value is more prominent in symptomatic patients.

# 2015 Polish Neurological Society. Published by Elsevier Sp. z o.o. All rights reserved.
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Keypoints:

Perfusion MRI can provide clinically useful information.
The best indicator of perfusion changes is MTT. Decrease
of MTT is more prominent in symptomatic patients.

1. Introduction

Internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis can cause both acute
ischemic stroke and chronic brain ischemia.

Severe ICA stenosis discriminates cerebral perfusion in the
distal part of ICA vascularity – in vascularity territory of middle
cerebral artery and/or anterior cerebral artery.

The increase of cerebral perfusion disturbances depends
first of all on the rate of the stenosis increase, the efficiency of
the circle of Willis, collateral circulation and also systemic
blood pressure. It depends less, and in the opinion of some
investigators does not depend at all, on carotid stenosis
severity [1–3].

The longer carotid artery atherosclerosis lasts the more
cerebral autoregulation is damaged, which in turn increases
the stroke risk [4].

The findings of a growing number of randomized clinical
studies show that ICA stenting improves cerebral perfusion.
The changes of cerebral perfusion are seen just after
intervention in symptomatic patients, while their influence
is less pronounced in asymptomatic patients [3,5–8].

The reports on perfusion with MRI are not numerous. It
especially refers to asymptomatic patients where the number
of patients examined is insufficient to estimate credibly the
value of stenting in primary stroke prophylaxis and risk for
hyperperfusion syndrome, microhemorrhages or micro-
strokes producing the possibility of developing dementia in
the future.

An open question is whether asymptomatic patients
benefit approximately just as symptomatic patients do, and
in which cases the risk of hyperperfusion syndrome exists
after stenting.

In most patients brain perfusion after ICA dilatation
increases by 20–40% over the baseline value. This increase
takes place in the first few hours after intervention and is
mostly asymptomatic [9,10].

In some patients, most often 3–4 days after stenting, the
increase of perfusion evaluated with computer tomography
(CT) is above 100–200% of initial value found in the
contralateral hemisphere, which results in cerebral hyperemia
and clinical hyperperfusion syndrome [9].
In most reports, hyperperfusion syndrome occurs in 0–3%
of cases [3,9]. It is a rare but dangerous complication of carotid
dilatation. This complication is considered as abnormal, worse
cerebral vascular bed reactivity as a result of prolonged
reduced perfusion on the stenosed artery side.

It is not more common in patients with severe ICA stenosis
or coexisting contralateral ICA stenosis [9,11,12]. Clinical
symptoms range from severe to almost none, through
headache, nausea, vomiting, blurred vision, epileptic seizures,
focal neurological symptoms to acute cerebral edema, intra-
cranial hemorrhage. But also an opposite phenomenon is
seen: in spite of clinical symptoms of hyperperfusion
syndrome increased cerebral perfusion does not appear [9].

PWI and DWI with MRI help detect perfusion disturbances,
ischemic changes at their earliest phase without changes in
cerebral tissue, give an insight into stroke dynamics in vivo [13].

There are two commonly used methods to measure MRI
perfusion [14–17]. The more popular is dynamic susceptibility
contrast imaging (DCS–MRI). It uses rapid measurements of
MRI signal change in the brain during the first pass of a
paramagnetic contrast bolus injected intravenously. Either T1,
T2 or T2* weighted sequences can be used. The deconvolution
of an arterial input function is necessary to obtain the tissue
response function and to produce maps of perfusion param-
eters: MTT, CBV and CBF. T0 (time to arrival) and TTP (time to
peak) could be estimated to show the local variations of
contrast arrival time. Usage of a standard dose 0.1 mmol/kg
b.w. of high relaxivity contrast agent or a double dose of
conventional contrast agent improve the signal to noise ratio
[15,18] resulting in high quality of obtained images.

The other technique is arterial spin labeling ASL. It is an
endogenous tracer method in which the magnetically labeled
protons in inflowing blood exchange with tissue protons
producing the change of signal. The image of cerebral blood
flow can be obtain by measuring signal changes between
labeled and baseline unlabeled images.

The study of perfusion parameters before and after ICA
stenting can bring the knowledge about pathophysiological
factors of stroke, cerebral autoregulation disturbances in
asymptomatic and symptomatic patients with ICA stenosis,
help identify patients at risk for hyperperfusion syndrome
[3,11]. The information from DWI, PWI imaging can be used in
choosing treatment methods and evaluating complications
[19–21].

DWI, PWI and their correlation with neurological state
seem to allow physicians to detect a patient's profile, risk
factors, characteristics predicting the onset of such complica-
tions as hyperperfusion syndrome, vegetative disturbances,
and can improve patients' selection who will benefit from
revascularization [22].
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2. The aim

1. To assess qualitatively perfusion in asymptomatic and
symptomatic patients with ICA stenosis before and after
stenting in early phase.

2. To assess quantitatively perfusion before and in early phase
after stenting with PWI (MTT, CBV, CBF) in homologous
brain areas on the stented and non-stented sides in
asymptomatic and symptomatic patients.

3. Materials and methods

The study was carried out with the approval of the
Institutional Ethics Committee and a written informed
consent was obtained from each patient.

3.1. Subjects

Group I included 31 patients (8 females, 23 males) with
asymptomatic ICA stenosis; aged 52–79 years, mean 68.4 years.

Perfusion qualitative and quantitative evaluations were
performed in all participants.

Group II included 14 patients (5 females, 9 males) with
symptomatic ICA stenosis; aged 50–77 years, mean 63.4 years.

PWI was assessed qualitatively in 14 patients, quantita-
tively in 12 patients.

Inclusion criteria were:

� contraindications to ICA endarterectomy;
� lack of patient's consent for surgery;
� informed patient's consent for ICA stenting;
� lack of contraindications to MRI;
� Group I – asymptomatic, unilateral ICA stenosis 70–99%;

irrelevant stenosis <50% of contralateral ICA;
� Group II – symptomatic ICA stenosis >50% responsible for
cerebral vascular incidents;

TIA, previous strokes – within 180 days before the study;
stenosis of contralateral ICA even to 90%.

Exclusion criteria were:

� ICA occlusion;
� absolute contraindication to dual antiplatelet therapy
(gastrointestinal bleeding, acute hemorrhagic stroke, acet-
ylsalicylic acid allergy);

� symptomatic >50% ICA tenosis + severe heart insufficiency
– NYHA IV class;

� left ventricular dysfunction – ejection fraction <30%;
� recent myocardial infarction – up to 30 days from attack;
� severe lung disease;
� kidney insufficiency – GFR < 50 ml/min � 1.72 m2.

All interventions were performed with neuroprotection.

3.2. Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI scans were obtained 3–21 days before and 3 days after ICA
stenting.
Imaging was performed with a 1.5 T scanner (Magnetom
Avanto; Siemens) using of a standard quadrature head coil.
The study included morphological evaluation, diffusion-
weighted imaging (DWI) and cerebral perfusion.

The scanning protocols included: axial T1-weighted images
(spin-echo; TR = 470 ms, TE = 11 ms). T2-weighted images
(spin-echo TR = 4750 ms, TE = 105 ms), fluid-attenuated inver-
sion recovery images (T2 TIRM TR:9000 ms, TE = 89 ms,
TI = 2500 ms), diffusion-weighted images using single-shot
echo-planar imaging sequence (TR = 3200 ms, TE = 101 ms, b-
values = 0, 500, 1000 and 1500 s/mm2), susceptibility weighted
images (3D GR,TR = 49 ms, TE = 40 ms).

PWI data were acquired using a T2*-weighted echo-planar
dynamic volume imaging sequence (dynamic susceptibility
contrast imaging) (TR = 1580 ms, TE = 41 ms, 5 mm slice/
1.5 mm intersection gap, 50 series of 19 slices, total acquisition
time 1.24 min) after intravenous injection of standard dose
0.1 ml/kg/b.w. of a high relaxivity paramagnetic contrast agent
gadobenate dimeglumine (Gd-BOPTA, MultiHance Bracco) at
5 ml/s followed by a 20 ml flush of saline with the use of an
automatic injector [18].

Qualitative evaluation was made on the basis of perfusion
maps created by software provided by the MR scanner
manufacturer.

Quantitative evaluation was performed in Nordic ICE v
2.3.12 software with perfusion module of the Nordic Neurolab
company. For this analysis the maps were created separately
for each tested parameter: MTT, CBV, CBF.

MTT, mean transit time in seconds; CBV, cerebral blood
volume in ml/100 g tissue; CBF, cerebral blood flow in ml/
100 g tissue/min.

3.3. Image analysis

Changes in 5 brain areas in the vascular territory of ICA [22]
were compared for MTT, CBV, CBF; 1 and 4 – frontal lobe (basis
and above fornix), 2 – temporal lobe, 3 – basal ganglia (head of
caudate nucleus), 5 – parietal lobe.

Qualitative evaluation was made on the basis of color-
coded perfusion maps created by software provided by the MR
scanner manufacturer. The rainbow scale of colors was used –

from red color for the highest value to violet for lowest – to
compare the maps of the same parameter created for every
patient. The assessment was based on the changes of colors
and their intensity in the comparative regions of the brain.

3.4. Quantitative evaluation

The round shape regions of interest (ROI) area were: region no
1, 2, 4 and 5 – 452.03 mm2, region no 3 – 219.56 mm2. The
location of particular ROI was drowned manually avoiding
infarct lesions and sylvian fissure in similar location of the
brain hemisphere in every patient and automatically copied
parallel to the midline of the brain on the both hemispheres
(Fig. 1). Measurements were made before and after stenting
separately for each hemisphere. The mean values of perfusion
parameters and their changes after treatment (DMTT, DCBV
and DCBF) calculated as the subtraction of after-treatment
from before-treatment values were specified for all analyzed
areas before and after ICA stenting. The results of perfusion



Fig. 1 – MRI perfusion maps of MTT (upper) and CBV (lower)
with ROI placement.
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parameters were analyzed in all patients and separately in
Groups I and II. The values for the stented and non-stented
side were compared in all patients and in Groups I and II
separately.

Hyperperfusion syndrome criteria were: pulsating head-
ache, nausea, vomiting, consciousness disturbance, epileptic
seizure, focal neurological symptoms.

3.5. Statistical analysis

Analysis of variance ANOVA in repeated measurements were
used to test for differences in categorical variables.

The 2-tailed probability p value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

4. Results

4.1. Qualitative perfusion evaluation in Group I

Initial PWI study was normal in 5 patients (16.1%), impaired
perfusion with varying degrees of severity in narrowed artery
territory was present in 26 patients (83.9%).

Perfusion was normalized after stenting in 21(80.8%) out of
26 patients. The total of 25 PWI studies was normal (80.6%).
Hyperperfusion was in 2 patients (6.6%): in one case initial PWI
was normal, the other presented impaired perfusion in initial
examination.

In 4 (13%) both PWI studies revealed the same perfusion
deficit.

In 4 (13%) cases the symptoms of clinical hyperperfusion
syndrome were observed, mostly they were severe headaches:
in 2 cases – impaired perfusion in initial PWI, normalization in
control PWI, 1 case – both PWI studies were normal, 1 case –

impaired initial PWI, hyperperfusion in control PWI.
In 4 cases (13%), during or several hours after intervention,

TIA appeared with symptoms from the territory of expanded
ICA. In 3 cases perfusion normalization was seen in control
study, in 1 case both PWI studies were normal.

4.2. Qualitative perfusion evaluation in Group II

In 4 (28.6%) patients, initial and after intervention PWI were
normal. Out of 10 cases, impaired initial perfusion improved
after stenting in 8 patients (80%).

After ICA treatment in 2 cases of impaired initial perfusion
there was no improvement in 1 patient, in the other the
perfusion assessment was not possible because of hematoma.

In no case did perfusion in PWI increase clearly, while in 2
patients (14.3%) clinical hyperperfusion syndrome occurred; in
one patient severe neurological symptoms – aphasia and right
hemiparesis; in the other, hematoma in the area of enlarged
artery vascularity in the second day after stenting.

There was one TIA case in this group.

4.3. Quantitative perfusion analysis in both groups of
patients

Analysis of perfusion parameters was carried out before and
after ICA stenting in all of the patients independently of the
side: stented and non-stented, The analysis of variance was
made for the whole group of patients and independently in
Group I and Group II and compared between groups.

Before stenting the initial values of MTT were higher in
Group II in all assessed areas in comparison with Group I. Also
the values of MTT in the stented hemisphere were higher than
in contralateral hemisphere.

After intervention statistically significant decrease of MTT
value (negative DMTT) was observed in symptomatic group in
regions 1, 3, 4 and 5 comparing to asymptomatic group.

In region 2 – temporal lobe the change of the value was
insignificant.

Statistically significant decrease of MTT value (negative
DMTT) was also observed on stented side vs. non-stented side
in all areas regardless of patient group.

The results of DMTT are shown in Table 1 and Figs. 2 and 3.
The results of DMTT in multivariable analysis are presented

in Fig. 4.
In multivariable analysis between groups of patients

despite visible differences of DMTT values in Group II
(symptomatic patients) in the stented hemisphere vs. non-
stented one and in comparison with Group I (asymptomatic
patients) the analyzed values were not statistically significant
in all assessed areas.

The multivariable analysis of results of DCBV and DCBF are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

No statistically significant changes of DCBV were seen. The
values of CBV decreased or remained unchanged, with the
exception of an apparent decline in the DCBV values in Group II
in the affected hemisphere especially in the temporal lobe.

The values of DCBF were insignificant; DCBF increased or
remained unchanged, but DCBF values increased in Group II on
the stented site, most visibly in the temporal lobe.



Table 1 – DMTT in asymptomatic and symptomatic groups in stented and non-stented hemispheres in evaluated regions.

DMTT Asymptomatic Symptomatic p Non-stented side Stented side p

DMTT 1 �0.52 �1.35 0.0194 �0.57 �1.26 0.0370
DMTT 2 �0.45 �1.05 0.0594 �0.13 �1.36 0.0002
DMTT 3 �0.29 �0.99 0.0081 �0.29 �1.01 0.0065
DMTT 4 �0.26 �1.24 0.0011 �0.38 �1.13 0.0116
DMTT 5 �0.21 �1.33 0.0011 �0.18 �1.35 0.0006

DMTT – in seconds, 1 – frontal lobe basis, 2 – temporal lobe, 3 – basal ganglia, 4 – frontal lobe above fornix, 5 – parietal lobe, p – p value.

Fig. 2 – DMTT in seconds in evaluated brain areas in both
groups of patients.
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The analysis of PWI results in patients with hyperperfusion
syndrome and TIA during ICA treatment.

Hyperperfusion syndrome occurred in 6 patients; 4 in
Group I and 2 in Group II. In these patients no statistically
significant differences were seen in all PWI parameters before
and after stenting.

After ICA treatment, the decrease of mean MTT value
(negative DMTT) by 0.1–0.9 s was observed in all patients on the
stented side.

CBV mean value increased (positive DCBV) slightly in
frontal lobe by 0.31 ml/100 g, in the remaining areas decreased
(negative DCBV) by 0.65–2.8 ml/100 g.

CBF mean value increased (positive DCBF) only in basal
ganglia on the stented side by 9.15 ml/100 g/min, in the
remaining areas it decreased (negative DCBF) by 2.4–7.7 ml/
100 g/min.
Fig. 3 – DMTT in seconds in evaluated brain areas in stented
and non-stented hemisphere.
In 4 patients in Group I and one patient in Group II, TIA
occurred during stenting. In none of these patients there were
any statistically significant differences in PWI parameters. On
the stented side MTT decreased (negative DMTT) by 0.5–1.31 s,
CBV decreased (negative DCBV) by 0.7–3 ml/100 g, CBF in-
creased (positive DCBF) in frontal lobe basis by 5.7 ml/100 g/
min and in parietal lobe by 2.9 ml/100 g/min and decreased in
the other regions by 3.1–16.9 ml/100 g/min.

In Group I in DWI new small, ischemic lesions were found
in 11 (35.5%) cases, in Group II only in 2 (14.3%) patients.

5. Discussion

Despite a long history of treating stenosed ICA, the literature
assessing the effectiveness of this treatment method on the
basis of perfusion evaluation is quite poor.

The available literature evaluates quantitatively brain
perfusion before and after ICA stenting mostly with perfusion
study by computed tomography (PCT) and in symptomatic
patients.

There are few reports evaluating the usefulness of MRI in a
brain perfusion study, and they are qualitative assessments
[23].

Due to the relative variable dependent on the stability of the
magnetic field of the apparatus, influence of protocol of
examination and the type of contrast agent, the accuracy of
measurement of perfusion parameters should be treated as
relative.

Because of that fact only relative comparison of PWI results
from different scanners can be possible (the absolute standard
does not exist) and the relative comparison with the standards
drawn up on the basis of studies PCT.

We chose the method of quantitative PWI assessment,
which takes these limitations into account.

The changes of measured values were calculated as the
results of the subtraction of after-treatment value from
those before treatment and presented as DMTT, DCBV and
DCBF and the multivariable model was used in statistical
analysis.

Before stenting in symptomatic patients, MTT values were
higher, while CBF values visibly lower in the affected
hemisphere in relation to the contralateral side. It suggests
that the decrease in cerebrovascular reactivity was the result
of the fact that the cerebral vascular bed was no longer able to
dilate [24].

After treatment MTT shortened statistically significant
(negative DMTT) on the stented side in relation to the
contralateral side independently of the studied group in all
assessed areas.



Fig. 4 – Multivariable analysis DMTT value in seconds in evaluated brain areas depending on non-stented and stented site
and group of patients. The decreased of MTT are shown as negative DMTT.

Fig. 5 – Multivariable analysis of DCBV value in ml/100 g in evaluated brain areas depending on non-stented and stented side
and group of patients. The decrease of CBV is shown as negative DCBV.

Fig. 6 – Multivariable analysis of DCBF value in ml/100 g/min in evaluated brain regions depending on non-stented and
stented side and group of patients. The increase of CBF is shown as positive DCBF.
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This shortening of MTT (negative DMTT) was significantly
higher in symptomatic group vs. asymptomatic group in all
assessed areas except temporal lobe. This fact can be
explained by measurement error or the possible impact of
posterior cerebral artery supply of this region [22].

Comparing the values of DMTT on stented and non-stented
sides in symptomatic patients vs. asymptomatic patients no
statistically significant changes of DMTT were found but DMTT
values were visibly higher in symptomatic patient on both
sides. The lack of statistical significance may be due to the
small numbers of symptomatic patients.

In asymptomatic patients in parietal lobe on non-stented
side DMTT slightly increase, but on stented side it slightly
decrease. This after-treatment phenomenon is probably due to
hemodynamic improvement on stented side so the higher
MTT values on non-stented side were noted.

DCBV and DCBF values changed insignificantly in both
groups of patients. DCBV generally increased or remained
unchanged on stented side and decreased or remained
unchanged on non-stented side regardless of the group of
patients.

But clear decrease of DCBV in symptomatic group
was observed on the stented side, especially in temporal
lobe, which was accompanied by a marked increase in the
value of DCBF. This shows a positive impact of stenting on
cerebral hemodynamics in symptomatic patients. This
phenomenon was not as much observed in asymptomatic
group.

The results of our work are in many points, similar to the
reports of other authors [25–28].

After treatment all reports observed reduced MTT, most
researchers also pointed out the perfusion, measured by CBF
indicator, increase.

Trojanowska et al. [25] in 50 subjects out of 74 with
unilateral, symptomatic ICA stenosis (in 24 patients the other
artery was occluded) found in their PCT study carried out in the
third day after stenting an improvement in PWI parameters in
70% subjects, but the perfusion deficit symptoms remained in
30% patients. MTT shortened and CBF increased, CBV did not
change after stenting. Before and after treatment both CBF and
CBV were lower in the stented hemisphere vs. the non-stented
one.

Gaudiello et al. [26] in 20 subjects, both symptomatic (15
cases) and asymptomatic (5 cases) found in PCT in the seventh
day after treatment of stenosed ICA significant MTT shorten-
ing with simultaneous CBF increase on the stented side. Yet
the values of these indicators did not change significantly in
the non-stented side. Absolute values of these parameters
were applied in the assessment.

Duan et al. [27] in 20 patients with symptomatic ICA
stenosis found in PCT carried out in the seventh day after
ICA treatment a significant rCBF increase and rMTT
shortening in the vascular area of dilated ICA, but not in
basal ganglia.

There were no significant changes in rCBV. Relative values
of perfusion were calculated by comparing absolute values in
symptomatic hemisphere to absolute values in asymptomatic
hemisphere.

Szarmach et al. obtained slightly different results [28]. In
assessing CT perfusion (absolute values) in 20 symptomatic
subjects with ICA stenosis they found in the study made 4–8
weeks after stenting ICA, MTT shortening on the treated side
without statistically significant changes in CBV and CBF
values.

Mercel and all [29] comparing relative values (obtained by
comparing treated to untreated hemisphere) of perfusion
parameters in CT in 31 symptomatic and 14 asymptomatic
patients found after treatment a statistically significant
change in MTT values between the treated and untreated
hemispheres (dMTT) only in symptomatic patients. In asymp-
tomatic this parameter did not change significantly. Similar to
our results the dMTT was also higher in symptomatic patients,
but this difference was not significant. They thought this
finding confirmed the presence of differences in cerebral
hemodynamic between symptomatic and asymptomatic
patients. The ratio of CBV (rCBV) between the above-
mentioned hemispheres decreased and the ratio of CBF (rCBF)
increased.

In 14 asymptomatic patients they found only a significant
rCBF increase after treatment. By comparing both groups
before stenting they observed significantly lower rCBF values
in symptomatic patients. The drop in rCBV value after
intervention was significantly lower in symptomatic subjects
vs. asymptomatic patients.

In our study this trend to more prominent decrease of CBV
and increase of CBF (lower values before treatment) after
treatment in symptomatic subjects was also observed show-
ing the differences in hemodynamic status between symp-
tomatic and asymptomatic patients.

Waaijer et al. [30] in patients with unilateral symptom-
atic carotid stenosis reported that MTT was the most useful
and reproducible parameter of perfusion. Quantitative
analysis of CBV and CBF values should be interpreted with
caution.

Piñero et al. [31] examining perfusion by DSC–MRI in 33
patients with severe ICA stenosis found before and on the first
day after treatment statistically significant increase of TTP
(time to peak) and T0 arrival time (T0) on the stenosed side vs.
contralateral side. The values of this parameters normalized
30 days after treatment.

Tavares et al. [32] in 21 patients with severe ICA (≥60%)
stenosis in MRI contrast perfusion made 12 h before and 72 h
after ICA stenting found the hemodynamic improvement
on the stented side described by statistically significant
decrease of MTT ( p < 0.001) and significant decrease of TTP
( p = 0.019). This results were obtained for the relative values
of perfusion calculated by comparing absolute values in
symptomatic hemisphere to absolute values in asymptom-
atic one.

We did not analyze the TTP and T0 value in our study. TTP
and T0 concern to the vascular phase of perfusion, while we
chose to analyze the tissue response parameters of perfusion
as the main object of our study. The values of TTP and T0

mainly depend on the blood supply and contrast dispersion
and in to some degree on MTT value and are a good indicators
of the severity of ICA stenosis. They do not describe
independently the real conditions of hemodynamic status of
brain tissue, which could be influenced by the contralateral
blood supply via circle of Willis and auto regulatory processes
[33].
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The main role of cerebral autoregulation and the efficiency
of contralateral blood supply were pointed out in works
describing the lack of straight dependence of the severity of
ICA stenosis on brain perfusion status [1–3].

Chang et al. [34] in DCS–MRI analyzed the change of CBF in
patients with severe (≥70%) ICA stenosis before and on days
3–5 after stenting in comparing to cerebral vasoreactivity (CVR)
representing the reserve capacity of cerebral perfusion. CVR
was evaluated before treatment by fMRI using BOLD (blood
oxygen level-dependent) technique. They found the statisti-
cally significant higher increase of CBF on stented side in short
time after treatment in patients with impaired CVR. Im-
pairment of CVR is reported as an independent risk factor for
ischemic stroke and TIA in patients with critical carotid
stenosis or occlusion and slightly higher risk for hyperperfu-
sion syndrome after stenting. We observed a similar phenom-
enon of higher CBF increase in symptomatic patients after
stenting, but not in the whole group with hyperperfusion
symptoms.

This finding could be an indicator of more severe
impairment of brain autoregulation in symptomatic patients.
This study indicate how important is the proper qualification
to the ICA stenting to prevent the patients from complications
after procedure.

In our group with hyperperfusion syndrome, the perfusion
values obtained met the criteria for increased brain perfusion
[35]. We did not notice, (cited in the literature) the appearance
of risk factor of hyperperfusion syndrome as increased MTT
before treatment by at least 3 s in relation to the contralateral
side [36].

In patients with TIA during treatment the most important
is visible shortening of MTT accompanied by a drop of CBV
value and a slight increase or decrease (depending of analyzed
region) in CBF at the same time. Clinical symptoms, however,
can result from the kind of neuroprotection used during the
endovascular procedure itself or from microembolisms.

The results tend toward the following conclusions:

1. In MRI the most useful parameters to assess brain perfusion
are MTT and DMTT: regardless whether patients are
asymptomatic or symptomatic.

2. There were no statistically significant differences in CBV
and CBF after stenting in both groups of patients possibly
due to the efficiency of cerebral autoregulation but this
phenomenon was more pronounced in asymptomatic
patients.

3. The positive effect of ICA stenting measured with decrease
of MTT, CBV values and increase of CBF value is more
prominent in symptomatic patients.

4. Slightly decreased MTT, decreased CBV and increased CBF
in basal ganglia in patients with hyperperfusion syndrome
can attest to the effectiveness of ICA stenting and TIA can be
an indicator of procedure complication itself.
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